Abstract
INTRODUCTION
In Othello, Shakespeare introduces Iago to the audience as a person full of evil and hatred fro m the first mo ment of the play. The play starts with Iago persuading Roderigo to wake Desdemona's father, Brabantio, up saying "Call up her father, Rouse him…po ison his delights…do, with like timo rous accent and dire yell." (I. i. 64-65, 72) Then, Iago confesses his hatred for Othello to Roderigo saying, "... I hate him (Othello) as I do hell-pains . . ." (-1. i.150). And, as the play progresses, Iago turns out to be a villain who conspires not only to destroy Othello´s life but that of all those who trusted him without clear reasons. This led some critics like T.S. Coleridge to claim that Iago´s actions stem fro m his "mot iveless malign ity", as a result of his love for evil for its own sake and hating "good in itself" (Bradley, 1951, P.209).
Coleridge´s aforementioned argument of "motiveless malignity" could have satisfied the Elizabethan audience who explained the action in terms of the dichotomy of virtue and vice (Scragg, 1968) and therefore "did not expect every character to produce one rational exp lanation for every given action" (Bradbrook, 1983, p. 59-60) . Such an argument, however, seems to be hardly convincing to the modern rational mind, which seeks to find a plausible explanation for each action. Therefore, and given that "men's attitudes to the issues which appear in Othello have greatly changed between Shakespeare's time and our own..." (Holloway, 1961, p. 155), I am encouraged to re-read Iago´s behaviour in light of modern thought that could satisfy the modern individual understanding without taking the text out of its original context.
Rereading Iago´s behaviour through the modern lens, I am going to contradict Coleridge´s claim of Iago´s "motiveless malignity" through trying out two arguments. Firstly, I argue that Iago´s motives lurked inside his own narcissist character that believed deeply in the individual's willpower. Secondly, Iago´s attitude could be read in light of a recent post-modern critique of the modern rat ional attitude. This attitude endeavours to suppress and negate the mean ing of spiritual feelings for the sake of a claimed "civ ilized" rational individual. In the fo llo wing pages, I shall trace the unlimited self-love in Iago´s character and how it controls his attitude and reactions. Then, I shall attempt to shed light on Iago´s sense of superiority and his feelings of "emptiness". A brief conclusion in the last section sums up my argument. Critics argue that Iago´s egoism and unconditional self-love can be considered one of the key reasons for his behaviour. It seems that Iago´s ego plays the most important role in his life. In this context, one can start by referring to the choice of the name "Iago" itself which seems not a random choice but it carries an implicit message. The name Iago "unfolds from the Italian io, Lat in ego" (Adelmann ,1997, p. 127) a suggestion that manifests itself in the omnip resence of the "I" of Iago in his speech; for instance, when Iago describes his injured " I" he says, "I know my price, I am worth no worse a place" (1.1.11); "And I, of whom his eyes had seen the proof... must be lee'd, and calm'd" (11. 28-30); "And I, God bless the mark, his worship's ancient" (1. 33). Also, Soellner co mments on Iago´s judgement of himself writing, "is not only arrogant but also egotistic and immo ral; he compounds the sin of pride with the sin of self-love. He never yet found a man who knew "how to love himself" (I.iii.315) except, of course, himself." (Soellner, 1972, p. 265) Iago´s unconditional self-love and sense of superiority, wh ich are considered the essential factors that control his feelings and actions towards those around him, created an insecure character of h im. Iago radically changed fro m an honest person to a devil destroying the lives of those around him without showing any regret for their suffering. In this context, can one read Iago as a narcissist and self-centred character? Sam Vaknin in "Malignant Self Love: Narcissism Rev isited" argues that a narcissist is in love with h is own reflection, therefore he loves people´s impressions of him, and thus endeavoured to maintain an ad mirable image by satisfying people around him, not because he appreciates those people, but because he uses those people as a mirror that reflects the beauty of his self (Vaknin, 2003, p. 27 ).
II. THE HIDDEN FACE OF IAGO: IAGO AND HIS UNCONDITIONAL SELF-LOVE
Vakn in´s argument about the narcissist character explains to a great extent why Iago endeavoured to gain the trust of all around him and succeeded in that as it man ifested itself in the opinions of those around him. For example, when the Duke co mmanded Othello to leave for Cyprus and to designate an officer to deliver docu ments from the Senate, Othello appoints Iago to be that officer and describes him as "A man he is of honesty and trust" (1.3.284). Once again, when Othello asks Cassio to take care of the festivities in Cyprus, Cassio answers that he has already commanded Iago to do so, here, Othello co mments that "Iago is most honest" (2.3.6) Desdemona also describes Iago as a good man. For instance, when she gives Cassio her pro mise that she will help him get his job back, Emilia says that Cassio's difficult situation deeply grieves Iago, here Desdemona comments, "O, that's an honest fello w." (3.3.5) Such good opinions of Iago illustrate that Iago had exerted a great effort to achieve his ultimate goal, which is to preserve his admirable image in the eyes of those around him to prove for h imself his "uniqueness and grandeur" (Vakn in 2003, p. 27). But Iago´s belief of himself as unique had been attacked when Othello gave Cassio the position, which Iago believes should have been given to him. Iago felt that Cassio´s promotion over him attacked his honour since he, Iago, claimed that he deserves this position and that he was treated unjustly. He says "I know my price; I am worth more no worse a place." (l.i.12) Iago thinks of himself as a more efficient soldier than Cassio whom he describes as merely"...a bookish theoric" (I.i.24) guilty of "mere prattle without practice" (I.i.26); and a person who had "...never set a squadron in the field, nor the division of battle knows" (I.i. 
To sum up, one can argue that Iago could strongly represent an egoistic character that was always faithful only to his own self-interest. He adopted the virtue of honesty just to satisfy his own sense of uniqueness in the eyes of the others and turned into a villain when he felt that his pride had been attacked. Here he co mes up with the term "fullness." He maintains that" Somewhere, in s ome activity, or condition, lies a fullness, a richness; that is, in that place (activity or condition), life is fuller, richer, deeper, mo re worth while, mo re ad mirable, more what it should be. This is perhaps a place of power: we o ften experience th is as deeply moving, as inspiring. Perhaps this sense of fullness is something we just catch glimpses of fro m afar off; we have the powerful intuition of what fullness would be, were we to be in that condition, e.g., of peace or wholeness; or able to act on that level, of integrity or generosity or abandonment or selfforgetfulness. But sometimes there will be mo ments of experienced fullness, of joy and fulfilment, where we feel ourselves there (2007, p. 5).
III. THE DILEMMA OF IAGO´S
In line with Tylor´s aforementioned term of "sense of fullness," one can argue that Iago ´s character could be a representation of the dilemma of the void of religious aspect in human´s psyche. One can see this in Iago´s desire to destroy all who he consider "full" and " all in all" unlike him shows his envy of those people as Adam Ph ilip says "Tell me what you need to spoil and I will tell you what you want,"(Philip in Boris 1994: v ii-xi, esp. ix.). Although Iago endeavours to show his high opinion of himself it seems clear this is just a fragile mask to cover his feelings of inferiority when he compares himself with those whom he is trying to prove foolish and he himself envies. Iago always affirms his sense of "emptiness and nothingness, he says, "I am not what I am"; "I am nothing, if not critical" (2.1.119). Iago feels inferior to Othello who " has the presence, the fullness of being, Othello is "all in all sufficient" (4.1.261), a "full soldier" (2.1.36), whose "solid virtue" (4.1.262) and "perfect soul" (1.2.31) allow him to achieve the "full fortune" (1.1.66). Here, Janet Adelman maintains that "the extent to which Othello's fu llness and solidity are the objects of lago's envy can be gauged by the extent to which he works to replicate his own self-d ivision in Othello." (Adelman, 1997, p. 128) This argument can be supported by recent work on Shakespeare and religion by Eric S. Mallin. In his book Godless Shakespeare (2007), Mallin traces Shakespeare's attitude towards religion. He argues that despite the prevailing Biblical imag inary and religious language, Shakespeare was against orthodox Christianity. Shakespeare, however, was in favour of spirituality and not a secular rational state. At the beginning of his book, after ad mitting his suspicious "about Shakespeare's lack of assurance in the God and entrenched myths of JudeoChristian culture," he affirms that there were t wo ideas that Shakespeare sought to support. Fist "to supply entertainment rather than offence", and the belief in "an occult world, one cheerfully or
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3.2,Iago´s Attacked Superiority and his Absolute Belief in the Power of Will:
"the most delightful thing to such a man would be something that gave an extreme satisfaction of power and superiority …and the mo ment most dangerous to such a man would be one when his sense of superiority had met with an affront, so that its habitual crav ing was reinforced by resentment, while at the same t ime he saw an opportunity of satisfying it by subjecting to his will the very persons who had affronted it" (Bradley, 1951, p. 94-95) Iago is an egoistic, self-centred person who seeks to maintain for h imself the most beautiful image, amount of fortune, and social rank at any cost. When he fails to achieve his goals, however, he conspires to spoil the pleasure and fortune of those whom he deemed as more fortunate. Iago´s conspiracy aims not only to spoil the pleasure of his enemies but also it strengthens his sense of superiority over them. In the beginning, Iago starts satiating his hunger for the sense of superiority by manipulating his victims and enjoying the sense of being able to man ipulate them. He knows exact ly when to use the right words that direct his victims to the directions he wishes. 
IV.
CONCLUSION Iago is the most complex character amongst Shakespeare's villains. His vicious actions lack clear motives and it is even s uggested that Iago was doing evil for its own sake. Moreover, his opinions of the people around him, most of the time, contradict themselves. Th is has made the character of Iago to be regarded as an unsolved riddle yet to be understood. But when we read the character of Iago through the psychoanalysis of the narcissist, one can claim that Iago´s actions are motivated by his unconditional "self-love". The narcissist seeks to sustain their desirable self -reflections, whatever the consequences would be. This exp lains why Iago pretended to be honest and gained a loveable unique image amongst his followers but turned the lives of all those whom he knows best into hell when his self -honour was attacked by the choice of Cassio to be Othello´s captain. On the grounds that these people dared to attack his pride and to treat him unjustly, and above all they were mo re fo rtunate than him. Therefore he plotted to destroy their fortune and pleasure, without any sense of guilt for h is misdeeds and his former friends became h is bitter enemies. Finally, one can not affirm that Iago can be a representation the modern rational individuals and their belief in the power of their will as claimed by some critics since other critics and scholars would convincingly argue that Iago can not be more than an imag ined character that exceeds all capacities and skills of a modern individual. . (Raatsch, 2009 ).
